
 
 

 

Olympus SZ-30MR 

The world’s first dual processor compact camera 

 
The SZ-30MR is one of the smallest ultra-zoom cameras available, delivering a 24x 

zoom in a design that really will fit in a coat pocket.  

 

It is aimed at a broad audience with a 25mm ultra wide angle for scenes right 

through to a 600mm telephoto setting you could use on safari. 

 

A backlit CMOS sensor ensures great low light performance and there are a host of 

creative filters and features but it is the dual engine technology that really sets it 

apart. 
 

What is twin engine technology and why does it matter? 
 

The SZ-30MR features dual image processing engines, TruePic III+, which can 

process different information at the same time: 
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Step1: The sensor captures image information and sends it to the two engines 

 

Step2: You can programme the engines to perform different tasks at the same time. 

Like recording a wide shot and a close-up 

 

Step3: The two engines then process the image information and store it as 

separate files on the SD card. 

 

What are the benefits? 
 

Multi-Recording functions: 
 

1) Photo and Movie Capture 
 

Advantage:  

Take high resolution 16MP still images while recording Full HD movies without 

interrupting movie recording. 

 

Previously:  

Simultaneous still and movie recording was not possible, the movie had to be 

stopped and restarted resulting in two video files. 

 
 



 
Example:  

Children’s play/School sports – keep filming but grab some high quality still images 

at the same time. 

 

 
 

You’ll never have to choose between video and stills again.  

 

 

2) Multi-file Movies 
 
Advantage:  

The camera lets you do simultaneous recording of photos or movies. While you 

keep your high-resolution movie in Full HD, this function records a movie 
simultaneously in a size that is perfect for upload on the web, blog or email. 

 

Previously:  

You had to convert HD movie to low resolution on a computer which takes a long 

time even on modern machines. You had to choose at time of filming whether to 

shoot high or low resolution movies. 

 

Example:  

Great for event where you would like to record high quality movies but record a low 

resolution copy quickly and easily to share with friends and family through social 

networking. 

 

 

 
 

 

3) Multi-Framing Movies 

 
Advantage:  

The camera can record a Full HD wide shot and a cropped close-up frame at the 

same time as two movies. The new assist framing helps you track the movement of 
your subject within the movie frame. 



 
Previously:  

You were restricted to one view at a time. Editing the video to zoom-in on your 

subject takes time and is only available on higher end video editing. 

 

 

 

 

Example:  

In a group scene you can capture everyone in a wide-angle Full HD movie but also 

crop in someone’s facial expressions and record a second video. Provides a fun mix 

of material for use in mixing movies or social media. 

 

 
 

 

4) Photo with movie Clip 

 

Advantage:  

This mode automatically records a movie 3, 5 or 7 seconds before and 3 seconds 
after you press the shutter button to take a photo. While viewing the photos, you 

can also play back the movie of the moments just before and after the photo was 
taken. 

Previously:  

Pre-capture stills were available but not video. 

 

Example:  

While taking a still image for a posed family group photo, capture the funny 

moments on film a few seconds before and after the photo is taken. Post the clips 

and stills or build into a short movie or presentation. 

 

 
 

This new innovation give users the fun and flexibility of sharing their shots in a 

variety of media – from full-size prints of a birthday party or wedding to video clips 

for uploading to their favourite social media website. 

5) Original and Filter Effect Photos/Movies 

 

Advantage:  

Take a still or movie using a magic filter but record an unfiltered image at the same 

time 



 
 

Previously:  

You could take a single shot with or without filter effect. So if you wanted to try the 

effect but also keep the original frame you had to take the image twice. 

 

 

 

 

Example:  

Watercolour mode is fun but as it has an extreme effect you may wish not to miss 

the original shot in a movie or image. The SZ-30MR allows you to enjoy taking 
pictures for everything from just for fun to special events. 
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